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ABSTRACT
We have observed the central region of the infrared-dark cloud filament associated with IRAS 18507+0121 at
millimeter wavelengths in CO(J ¼ 1Y0), 13CO(J ¼ 1Y0), and C18O(J ¼ 1Y0) line emission andwith Spitzer at mid-
infrared wavelengths. Five massive outflows from two cloud cores were discovered. Three outflows are centered on
or near an ultracompact (UC) H ii region (G34.4+0.23), while the remaining two outflows originate from the millimeter
core G34.4+0.23 MM. Modeling of the spectral energy distributions of the mid-infrared sources identified 31 young
stellar objects in the filament with a combined stellar mass of127  27M. An additional 22 sources were identified
as probable cluster members based on the presence of strong 24 m emission. The total star formation efficiency in the
G34.4 cloud filament is estimated to be 7%, while the massive and intermediate-mass star formation efficiency in
the entire cloud filament is estimated to be roughly 2%. A comparison of the gravitational binding energy with the
outflow kinetic energy suggests that the compact core containingG34.4+0.23MM is being destroyed by its molecular
outflows, whereas the outflows associated with the more massive core surrounding the G34.4 UC H ii region are not
likely to totally disrupt the cloud. In addition, a qualitative evaluation of the region appears to suggest that stars in this
region may have formed in two stages: first lower mass stars formed and then, a fewMyr later, the more massive stars
began to form.
Subject headinggs: H ii regions — ISM: molecules — stars: formation
1. INTRODUCTION
Themassive star-forming region associatedwith IRAS 18507+
0121 (hereafter IRAS 18507) is located in an infrared (IR) dark
cloud thatwasmapped byRathborne et al. (2005) inmillimeter and
submillimeter continuumand compared to Spitzermid-IR emission
between 3.5 and 8m. IRAS18507 is roughly 110 north of themore
famous ultracompact (UC) H ii region complex G34.26+0.15
(Wood & Churchwell 1989; Molinari et al. 1996; Carral &Welch
1992). The location of the IR-dark cloud relative to G34.26+0.15
is shown in Figure 1.
Near IRAS 18507, Miralles et al. (1994) discovered a UC H ii
region (G34.4+0.23) embedded in a 1000 M molecular cloud
traced byNH3 emission. TheNH3 emission is elongated in theNYS
direction with a total extent of about 70; however, the 1.50 resolu-
tion of the observations was not adequate to discern the structure
of the core (Miralles et al. 1994). Shepherd et al. (2004, hereafter
SNB04) observed IRAS 18507 in 3 mm continuum emission,
H13CO+ and SiO line emission, and the near-IR. They detected a
dense molecular core associated with the UC H ii region G34.4+
0.23 as well as a dense core and embedded protostellar object de-
tected only in millimeter continuum emission, G34.4+0.23 MM
(hereafter G34.4 MM). G34.4 MM appears to be a B2 protostar
surrounded by150M of warm gas and dust. Based on the non-
detection ofG34.4MMat near-IRwavelengths, SNB04 suggested
the source may be in a very early stage of evolution.
Rathborne et al. (2005) identified four clumps in 1.2 mm con-
tinuum emissionwhich they namedMM1YMM4 (see their Fig. 1).
MM1 corresponds to G34.4MM,MM2 is coincident with the UC
H ii region G34.4+0.23, MM3 is about 30 north of G34.4 MM,
while MM4 is about 3000 south of the UC H ii region.
IRAS 18507 was detected in a CS(J ¼ 2Y1) survey of IRAS
point sources with far-IR colors suggestive of UC H ii regions
(Bronfman et al. 1996). The source was selected for further high-
resolution studies because of its broad-line wings, a signature of
current star formation. By modeling HCO+, H13CO+, CS, and
C34S spectra obtained at an angular resolution of1600, Ramesh
et al. (1997) demonstrated that the observed line profiles can be ex-
plained by a collapsing hot core of about 800Mwhich is hidden
behind a cold (4 K) and dense (3 ; 104 cm3) envelope of about
200 M.
The kinematic distance to IRAS 18507 has been reported to be
between 3.7 and 3.9 kpc based on molecular line velocities that
vary from 55 to 59 km s1 depending on the line observed and the
position within the cloud (3.9 kpc: Molinari et al. 1996, SNB04,
Zhang et al. 2005; 3.8 kpc: Carral & Welch 1992, Miralles et al.
1994, Ramesh et al. 1997; 3.7 kpc: Rathborne et al. 2005). Kine-
matic distances can easily have an error of more than 5% or even
10% due to observed deviations from circular symmetry and cir-
cular motion in our Galaxy. Thus, a difference of 0.2 kpc is easily
within the errors for this type of distance determination. Here we
adopt the distance of 3.9 kpc to be consistent with Molinari et al.
(1996, 1998), SNB04, and Zhang et al. (2005). If the closer dis-
tance of 3.7 kpc is more appropriate, thenmass estimates derived
in this work should be decreased by about 10%, since the mass is
proportional to D2.
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Fau´ndez et al. (2004) mapped the IR-dark cloud with the
Swedish-ESO Submillimeter Telescope in 1.2 mm continuum
emission and derived a mass of 2000 M in the main conden-
sation based on a dust temperature of 28 K. The total mass of the
filament was estimated to be about 3700M, where 1000M are
associated with G34.4 MM and 2700M are associated with the
G34.4 UC H ii region (L. Bronfman 2006, private communica-
tion). Rathborne et al. (2005) mapped the dark cloud with the
IRAM30m telescope in 1.2mm continuum emission and derived
a cloud mass of7500M based on a dust temperature of 34 K,
2 times more mass than derived by Fau´ndez et al. In this work we
assume the temperature and mass estimates of Rathborne et al.,
since a dust temperature of 34 K would appear to be more rep-
resentative of massive star-forming regions. However, a clear rea-
son for why the derived temperature and, hence, mass estimates
differ by such a large amount is not clear.
The IRAS 18507 region is also associated with variable H2O,
CH3OH, and OHmaser emission (Scalise et al. 1989; Palla et al.
1991; Schutte et al. 1993; Miralles et al. 1994; Szymczak et al.
2000; Wang et al. 2006; Edris et al. 2007). Molinari et al. (1996,
1998) observed IRAS 18507 (labeledMol74 in their papers) and
estimated a deconvolved size of theUCH ii region of 0.700 (0.013 pc
at D ¼ 3:9 kpc).
Based on observations with the NRAO912m telescope, Zhang
et al. (2005) report that IRAS 18507 is not associated with molec-
ular outflows. The lack of outflow activity contrasts with the pres-
ence of multiple star formation tracers (masers, dense gas, H ii
regions, and millimeter continuum).
In this work we present observations of the dense molecular
gas near IRAS 18507 at millimeter wavelengths in CO(J ¼ 1Y0),
13CO(J ¼ 1Y0), and C18O(J ¼ 1Y0) line emission to map the
dense gas morphology and determine if there are massive out-
flows associated with IRAS 18507. Archive data from the Spitzer
GLIMPSE survey at mid-IR wavelengths were studied to obtain
a census of the massive and intermediate-mass star cluster prop-
erties over the entire IR-dark cloud filament. Section 2 gives an
Fig. 1.—Four-color GLIMPSE image showing 3.6, 4.6, 5.8, and 8.0 m as blue, green, orange, and red colors, respectively. The image is displayed in galactic
coordinates and is roughly 16:6 0 ; 21:5 0 in size. The white box in the top left corner gives the field of view shown in Fig. 2. The G34.4 UCH ii region is in the center of the
boxwithin a dense cloud filament seen as a dark lane. Themid-IR counterpart to the G34.4MMcore is seen as a faint green smudge immediately to the upper left of the UC
H ii region. The larger nebula in the bottom right corner of the image is associated with the cometary UCH ii regionG34.26. The bright green emission emanating from this
region traces a very energetic outflow. This GLIMPSE image includes the same data as reported in Rathborne et al. (2005), but it covers a wider field of view to show the
physical relationship between the IR-dark cloud in which the G34.4 UC H ii is located and the H ii region G34.26.
9 TheNationalRadioAstronomyObservatory is a facility of theNational Science
Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.
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overview of the observations, x 3 presents the results, and x 4 dis-
cusses implications.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Observations in the 3 mm Band
Simultaneous observations in CO(J ¼ 1Y0), 13CO(J ¼ 1Y0),
andC18O(J ¼ 1Y0) linesweremadewith theOwensValleyRadio
Observatory (OVRO) array of six 10.4 m telescopes on 2004
March 27 and 29 and 2004 April 16 and 18. Projected baselines
ranging from about 12 to 115m provided sensitivity to structures
up to about 2000 with500 resolution. Two fields were observed as
a Nyquist-sampled mosaic. The observations were alternated be-
tween fields every 9 minutes to assure that the uv coverage in
each field was similar. The total integration time on each field was
approximately 8.8 hr. Cryogenically cooled SIS receivers oper-
ating at 4K produced typical single sideband system temperatures
of about 400 K. The gain calibrator was the quasar 1751+096, and
the passband calibrators were 3C 345, 3C 454.3, and 3C 273. Ob-
servations ofUranus provided the fluxdensity calibration scalewith
an estimated uncertainty of15%. Calibration was carried out
using the Caltech MMA data reduction package (Scoville et al.
1993). Images were produced using the MIRIAD software pack-
age (Sault et al. 1995) and deconvolvedwith amaximum entropy
(MEM) algorithm. Data analysis was performed using both the
MIRIAD package and the CommonAstronomy Software Appli-
cations package.
The spectral bandpass for each line was centered on a veloc-
ity of 57.0 km s1. The CO images have a synthesized beam of
3:83 0 0 ; 3:45 0 0 (FWHM) at P.A. 59.7, spectral resolution
1.3 km s1, and rms noise 60mJy beam1. The 13CO images have
a synthesized beam of 4:04 0 0 ; 3:83 0 0 (FWHM) at P.A. 49.9,
spectral resolution 1.36 km s1, and rms noise 44.0 mJy beam1.
The C18O images have a synthesized beam of 4:04 0 0 ; 3:83 0 0
(FWHM) at P.A. 50.1, spectral resolution 0.683 km s1, and
rms noise 56.0 mJy beam1.
2.2. Spitzer Images
Mid-IR images at 3.6, 4.6, 5.8, and 8.0 mwere obtained using
the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC; Fazio et al. 2004) of Spitzer
as part of the Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extra-
ordinaire (GLIMPSE; Benjamin et al. 2003). Image mosaics were
created by theGLIMPSE pipeline after image artifacts such as cos-
mic rays, stray light, column pull-down, and banding were re-
moved.10 Point sources were extracted from the GLIMPSE images
using a modified version of Daophot (Stetson 1987). The astro-
metric uncertainty for point sources is0.300. The GLIMPSE 5 
point-source sensitivities are approximately 0.3, 0.3, 1.2, and
0.7 mJy in the four IRAC bandpasses, respectively. Point-source
sensitivities were generally higher in areas of bright diffuse back-
ground emission. The fluxes of point sources that are detected at
5  twice in one IRAC band or once in each of two bands are
entered in the GLIMPSE point-source archive. Each archive entry
includes the corresponding J, H, and Ks fluxes from the 2MASS
point-source catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006) if that source was de-
tected in 2MASS.
The multiband imaging photometer for Spitzer (MIPS; Rieke
et al. 2004) was used to image the entire GLIMPSE survey area
at 24 and 70 m as part of the MIPSGAL survey (Carey et al.
2005). Fluxes at 24m for point sources within theG34.4 IR-dark
cloud were extracted from the frame using the GLIMPSE point-
source extractor. The relative uncertainty between two sources in
a MIPSGAL image is roughly 0.3Y0.5 pixels, while the absolute
positional uncertainty is 100.
3. RESULTS
Figure 1 presents a four-color (3.6, 4.6, 5.8, and 8.0 m)
GLIMPSE image of the G34.4 environment in Galactic coor-
dinates (north points to the top left corner). The ‘‘cometary’’ UC
H ii region G34.26+0.15 is located on the right side of the image.
An IR-bright nebula extends below the G34.26 UC H ii region.
The UC H ii region contains a cluster of OB stars, the most lu-
minous of which is an O6.5 spectral type (Wood & Churchwell
1989). The nebula is bright in the IRAC bands primarily due to
PAH emission features stimulated byUVradiation from the clus-
ter. The subject of this paper is the dark filament in the top left
which is forming early B stars. The mid-IR emission from the UC
H ii region G34.4+0.23 is significantly less than that of G34.26, as
expected due to the lower luminosity of the central source. Fig-
ure 2 presents a close-up of the IR-dark filament, now displayed
in equatorial coordinates with north pointing upward. Along the
dark filament, north and south ofG34.4, are embedded sources seen
predominantly by their 4.5m (green) emission. Our OVROCO
mosaic is centered on the southern core near the UC H ii region
G34.4 and the millimeter core G34.4 MM located4000 north of
the UC H ii region.
Figure 3 presents the red- and blueshifted emission near
G34.4 MM and G34.4 along with a 2 m K-band image from
SNB04. Neither the millimeter core nor the UCH ii region is vis-
ible in theK-band image.Both regions showcomplex high-velocity
structure, suggesting the presence of multiple outflows.
Figure 4 shows the integrated emission (moment 0) in C18O
and 13CO along with the red- and blueshifted 13CO emission. The
bottom two panels in Figure 4 showmoment 1maps of C18O and
13CO in which the brightness of the color is proportional to the
intensity in the moment 0 image. This type of image provides
some insight into how the dense cloud structure and kinematics are
being affected by the molecular outflows. Figures 5, 6, and 7 pre-
sent channelsmaps ofCO, 13CO, andC18O emission, respectively.
3.1. Molecular Outflows
At least two outflows can be seen emanating from G34.4 MM
(labeled A and B in Fig. 3, top left), while at least three outflows
originate from the southern core near the G34.4 UC H ii region
(labeled C, D, and E).
The velocity structure of the outflows from the G34.4 MM re-
gion is consistent with a single outflow dominating the redshifted
kinematics (outflowG34.4:A). There is aweak blueshifted counter
flow extending to the northeast that can be traced to G34.4 MM.
The redshifted lobe of outflow G34.4:A appears to have little or
no associated blueshifted emission, suggesting that it is oriented
outside of the plane of the sky (the blueshifted emission in the red
lobe appears to be from the collimated flowG34.4:E coming from
the southern region). The full opening angle of the redshifted lobe
is 43.
Marginal evidence for an outflow perpendicular to outflow
G34.4:A is seen in the red- and blueshifted emission clumps along
the axis labeledB.No source has been detected atmillimeterwave-
lengths which could drive outflowG34.4:B. The source could be
embedded in G34.4MMand not resolved at the resolution of500
of SNB04.
The southern molecular core containing the G34.4 UC H ii
region contains three overlapping flows seen in the CO emission
(flows C, D, and E). Blueshifted CO, 13CO, and C18O gas is seen
10 Details of the data processing can be found at http://www.astro.wisc.edu /
glimpse/docs.html.
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toward the G34.4 UC H ii region extending to the west (flow
G34.4:C). This outflow is seen most clearly in 13CO and C18O
emission in Figure 4. 13CO blueshifted emission is traced back to
the H ii region (Fig. 4, top right), while the bottom two panels of
Figure 4 illustrating the velocity structure in the dense gas show
that blueshifted emission extends from the UC H ii region to the
west. A possible redshifted outflow lobe east of the UC H iimay
be visible in 13CO emission in the top right panel in Figure 4
although the identification is not definitive.
The northeastYsouthwest flow (G34.4:D) appears to be centered
about 1000 southeast of the UC H ii region, just off the peak of a
dense C18O clump. The flow appears to be relatively symmetric in
the red- and blueshifted gas distribution although the actual mor-
phology is considerably confused due to overlapping outflows. If
the flow is symmetric, then onewould expect the driving source to
be located near the small, filled triangle at 18h53m19:0s, 0124 035 0 0
along the G34.4:D outflow axis in Figures 3 and 4.
The southeastYnorthwest flow (G34.4:E) is seen clearly in both
CO and 13CO emission. If the driving source is located between
the red- and blueshifted emission along the outflow axis, it would
be centered about 500 south-southwest of the UC H ii region (in-
dicated by a small, filled triangle at 18h53m18:6s, 0124 043 0 0 along
theG34.4:E outflowaxis in Figs. 3 and 4). The outflow is not sym-
metric: the redshifted emission lobe extends about 2000 to the
southeast, while the blueshifted lobe extends roughly 6000 to the
northwest, overlapping the blueshifted lobe from the G34.4 UC
H ii region flow and the redshifted lobe of flow G34.4:A farther
north.
OutflowG34.4:A has a position angle of +58 (measured from
north to the axis of the blueshifted lobe),while forG34.4:BP:A: ¼
38 and the difference in orientation between outflowaxes is 96.
The position angles of the three outflows near the G34.4 UC H ii
region are P:A: ¼ 100, 38, and 34 for outflows G34.4:C,
G34.4:D, and G34.4:E, respectively, and the maximum difference
in orientation between the axes is 138

.
3.2. Mass and Kinematics of the Outflows
The mass associated with CO line emission is calculated fol-
lowing Scoville et al. (1986). The CO excitation temperature is
taken to be 34 K, which is the dust temperature in MM1 derived
from fits to the spectral energy distribution (SED; Rathborne
et al. 2005).We assume the gas is in LTEwith ½CO/½H2 ¼ 104,
½CO/½13CO ¼ 51, and ½CO/½C18O ¼ 378 at the Galactocentric
distance of 5.8 kpc (Wilson & Rood 1994).
The CO optical depth at red- and blueshifted velocities is es-
timated from the CO/13CO ratio of spectra taken at four positions
in the mosaic image that have been convolved with a 1000 beam.
The open triangles in Figure 4 (top middle) show the locations
Fig. 2.—Four images, all showing the same field of view. Clockwise from the top left panel are: (a) 2MASSK band, (b) GLIMPSE 4.5 m, (c) GLIMPSE 8.0 m, and
(d ) a three-color image combining the three other images as blue, green, and red, respectively. Green plus signs mark the positions of the UC H ii and G34.4 MM, while
green circles show the locations predicted for the driving sources of outflows G34.4:D and G34.4:E. The white box gives the approximate field of view of Fig. 3. The
locations of the millimeter cores detected by Rathborne et al. (2005) in J2000.0 coordinates are: MM1: 18h53m18:0s, 0125 024 0 0; MM3: 18h53m20:4s, 0128 023 0 0; and
MM4: 18h53m19:0s, 0124 008 0 0.
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where the spectra were taken, while Figure 8 shows the spectra
taken at those positions. In channelswhere no 13CO is detected,we
assume that the CO is optically thin. The CO and 13CO line pro-
files show a dip near vLSR, indicating that the lines suffer from self-
absorption and/or the interferometer is missing extended flux at
lower velocities.
Because multiple, overlapping flows are present, it is not pos-
sible to obtain a reasonable estimate of the inclination of eachflow.
Thus, we assume an inclination angle of 45, which minimizes
errors introduced by inclination effects for flows that are not near
the plane of the sky or along the line of sight. Table 1 summarizes
the physical properties of the molecular gas in the combined out-
flows originating from G34.4 MM and those centered near the
UC H ii region. The total flow massMf is given by
P
Mi, where
Mi is the flowmass in velocity channel i corrected for optical depth.
ThemomentumP is given by
P
Mivi and the kinetic energyE by
1
2
P
Miv
2
i , where vi is the central velocity of the channel relative
to vLSR.
Fig. 3.—CO(J ¼ 1Y0) red- and blueshifted emission. Top left: Red- and blueshifted emission from 62.3 to 79.2 km s1 and 37.5 to 53.2 km s1, respectively. The rms is
470 mJy beam1 km s1 in the redshifted image and 370 mJy beam1 km s1 in the blueshifted image. Bottom: Low-velocity CO emission (left; 62.3Y67.5 km s1 and
49.3Y53.2 km s1, rms ¼ 350 mJy beam1 km s1) and higher velocity CO emission (right; 67.5Y79.2 km s1 and 37.5Y49.3 km s1, rms ¼ 350 mJy beam1 km s1). In
all contour maps, contours are plotted at 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, and 20  and continue with a spacing of 5 . Top right: Near-IRK-band image of SNB04with the locations of the
proposed outflows overlaid. In all panels, the solid circles represent the location of G34.4 MM, the stars show the location of the UC H ii region, and the outflow (A) from
G34.4 MM is outlined with a series of arcs which delineate the approximate boundaries of the flow. Four other proposed outflows are shown as arrows. A solid triangle
indicates the possible location of the driving source of an outflow. The outflow from the UC H ii region is one-sided, since only the blueshifted outflow is clearly detected.
The synthesized beam of 3:83 0 0 ; 3:45 0 0 at P:A: ¼ 59:7 is shown in the bottom right corner of the top left panel.
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The dynamical timescale td is calculated using Rf / Vh i, where
the intensity-weighted velocity Vh i is given by P/(PMi) (Cabrit
& Bertout 1990) and Rf is the average outflow radius of the flows.
Thismethod of calculating td is really only correct for a single out-
flow; however, an independent outflow age cannot be determined
for both flows in the cores, since they cannot be separated near the
central position. Because of this uncertainty, the flow dynamical
timescale could easily be in error by a factor of 2Y5.
Themass outflow rate M˙f is
P
Mi/td , the forceF isP/td , and the
mechanical luminosity L is E/td . Since these values are dependent
on t1d , uncertainties in td are directly applicable to M˙f , F, and L.
The combined outflows from the G34.4 core have a total mass
of 111M and energy E ¼ 7:8 ; 1046 ergs. The G34.4 MM out-
flows have a combined mass of 34.8 M and energy E ¼ 4:9 ;
1046 ergs. Despite the uncertainties, the flowmasses and energies
are consistentwith those for outflows driven by young, earlyB stars.
3.3. The Dense Gas Cores
The C18O and 13CO moment 0 images (Fig. 4) show clearly
that the two cores have very different characteristics. The southern
core centered on theG34.4UCH ii region is extended, with a larg-
est spatial scale of about 1.4 pc at a distance of 3.9 kpc. The north-
ern core, centered on G34.4 MM, is significantly more compact
with higher peak emission than the southern cloud. The diameter
of the G34.4MM core is about 0.2 pc and is surrounded by faint,
diffuse 13CO emission that extends out to about 1 pc in size.
Fig. 4.—C18O (top left) and 13CO (top middle) integrated emission (moment 0) from 62.1 to 54.6 km s1 and 64.5 to 49.5 km s1, respectively (vLSR ¼ 57 km s1). The
rms in the C18O image is 200mJy beam1 km s1; contours are plotted at 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17, while gray scale is shown from 200mJy beam1 km s1 to a peak of
3.1 Jy beam1 km s1. The rms in the 13CO image is 280 mJy beam1 km s1; contours are plotted at 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 20, 25, and 30 , while gray scale is shown from
280mJy beam1 km s1 to a peak of 9.0 Jy beam1 km s1. Plus symbols represent the locations of theUCH ii region andG34.4MM.Green triangles represent the locations of
spectra taken for optical depth estimates in the outflows. A scale size of 0.55 is shown in the left panel; synthesized beams are shown in the bottom right of each panel. The
top right panel shows 13CO red- and blueshifted emission from 63.1 to 61.8 km s1 and 52.3 to 49.5 km s1, respectively. The rms in the image is 100mJy beam1 km s1.
Contours are plotted at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 . Symbols are the same as in Fig. 3. Bottom: Moment 1 maps of C18O and 13CO in which the brightness of the color is
proportional to the intensity in the moment 0 image. Color bars show velocity and brightness scales in each image.
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The total mass of the 2 cores as measured from C18O is given
in Table 2. C18O is assumed to be optically thin although this is
not likely to be true near vLSR at the peak of the line profile. The
extended, southern cloud inwhich theUCH ii region is embedded
is almost 10 times more massive (692 M) than the G34.4 MM
core (75 M).
As Figure 8 illustrates, the C18O line appears to be suffering
from missing flux due to the lack of short baselines. This is most
apparent in the spectra taken southeast of the UC H ii region po-
sition where C18O is more extended and there is a clear double-
peaked line profile. The C18O line is single peaked closer to the
cloud core, suggesting that the interferometer is recoveringmost of
the flux density and we are not seeing significant self-absorption.
Thus, the mass estimates based on C18O are lower limits.
The G34.4 and G34.4 MM molecular cores have a projected
separation of about 4000 (0.75 pc at 3.9 kpc). Their LSR velocities
as measured by the peak of the C18O line differ by 1.4 km s1.
3.4. Mid-IR Sources: GLIMPSE AND MIPSGAL
G34.4 MM and the G34.4 UC H ii region are embedded in an
extended, filamentary IR-dark cloud complex seen against the dif-
fuse PAH background emission which is visible primarily in the
Spitzer 8.0 mband (Figs. 1 and 2). The G34.4MM core is asso-
ciated with diffuse emission in all four IRAC bands, but is par-
ticularly noticeable at 4.5 m. The [4.5] band contains the H i
Br line along with some molecular forbidden lines, notably the
CO(J ¼ 1Y0) P(8) fundamental band head, but unlike the other
three bands, does not contain any PAH emission feature. The [4.5]
band also contains several H2 lines [e.g., the H2(J ¼ 0Y0) S(9)
line at 4.694 m] which trace shocks in some massive outflows
(e.g., DR 21: Smith et al. 2006; W75N: Davis et al. 2007). Thus,
the [4.5] band appears to readily trace ionized and/or shocked gas.
Figure 9 shows the IRAC 4.5 m image in gray scale with
13CO contours overlaid for reference. The plus symbols repre-
sent the locations of the UC H ii region and the G34.4 MM core.
The diamonds just south and southeast of the UC H ii region
represent the predicted locations of sources driving outflows
G34.4:E (18h53m18:6s, 0124 043 0 0) and G34.4:D (18h53m19:0s,
0124 035 0 0) based on CO and 13CO emission. While the pre-
dicted position of the YSO that was identified based on the CO
outflowmorphology should be considered as being no better than
an educated guess, it is interesting that each position is associated
with a mid-IR source to within a few arcseconds. The character-
istics of these sources along with other sources in the cluster are
discussed below.
TheSEDswere analyzed byfittingmodel SEDs to each observed
source from a large precomputed grid of YSOmodels (Robitaille
et al. 2006, 2007). The grid consists of 20,000 two-dimensional
Fig. 5.—CO(J ¼ 1Y0) channelmaps at 1.3 km s1 spectral resolution. The central velocity is indicated in the top left corner of each panel. The channel rms is 60mJy beam1,
the peak is 3.3 Jy beam1, and contours are plotted at 5, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50 . The bottom right panel shows the synthesized beam in the bottom right corner
(3:83 0 0 ; 3:45 0 0 at P:A: ¼ 59:7) and a scale size of 0.55 pc. Plus symbols represent the locations of the UC H ii region at the 6 cm continuum peak and G34.4 MM as
indicated in the top left panel.
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YSO radiation transfer models spanning a complete range of
stellar mass and evolutionary stage. Each YSO model outputs
SEDs at 10 viewing angles (inclinations), so the fitter actually has
200,000 SEDs to choose from.TheYSOmodels also output SEDs
for each of 50 aperture sizes. Thus, if the distance to the star forma-
tion region is known, only the model SEDs with the appropriate
aperture size compared to the observed photometry are used.A grid
of stellar atmospheres were also incorporated into the fitting al-
gorithm in order to facilitate the separation ofmain-sequence and
evolved stars fromYSOs (Brott&Hauschildt 2005;Kurucz 1993).
The fitting algorithm includes a foreground extinction component
to the model which allows one to easily distinguish highly red-
dened stars from YSOs which have an additional emission com-
ponent in the mid-IR.
The 24 m fluxes were cross-correlated with positions of the
2199 GLIMPSE archive sources lying within a 3.90 radius of the
G34.4 UC H ii region to account for observational errors in ad-
dition to photon counting statistics. For the purposes of the fitting,
all flux uncertainties that fell below the 10% level were reset to a
minimum value of 10%. The SED fitter was then run on this
combined eight-band source list, fitting only the fluxes of sour-
ces detected in four or more bands. Sources with SEDswell fit by
a stellar atmosphere are not likely to be cluster members. Sources
with a 2 per flux data point (2/Ndata) of 4.8 provided a rea-
sonable dividing line between sources that, by eye, appeared to
be well fit by stellar atmospheres and those that were not well fit
due to IR excesses. Of the total 2199 sources in the GLIMPSE
archive in this region, 868 were detected in four or more bands.
Of those, 829 sources were well fit by stellar atmospheres and,
thus, are likely foreground or background stars rather than YSO
cluster members. The remaining sources were fit with YSO mod-
els, and 27 of these met the 2/Ndata  4:8 criterion. Of the nine
Fig. 6.—13CO(J ¼ 1Y0) channel maps at 1.36 km s1 spectral resolution. The central velocity is indicated in the top left corner of each panel. The channel rms is
44 mJy beam1, the peak is 1.7 Jy beam1, and contours are plotted at3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 20, and 25 . The bottom right panel shows the synthesized beam in the bottom
right corner (4:04 0 0 ; 3:83 0 0 at P:A: ¼ 49:9) and a scale size of 0.55 pc. Plus symbols represent the locations of theUCH ii region at the 6 cmcontinuumpeak andG34.4MM
as indicated in the top left panel.
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sources that were not well fit either by stellar atmospheres or YSO
SEDs, one appears to be a YSO and eight are probably archive
sources with improperly extracted fluxes in one or more bands or
therewas amismatch of GLIMPSEwith 2MASSorMIPS sources.
An overview of the results of the SED-fitting procedure is
presented in Figure 10 and Tables 3 and 4. Most of the filamen-
tary dark cloud is visible in the three-color image (Fig. 10) in
which red corresponds toMIPS 24m, green toGLIMPSE8m,
and blue toGLIMPSE 4.5m.TheG34.4 complex is located near
the center of Figure 10 (in the region outlined with a large, white
circle). Point sources are marked by small circles color coded by
source type as identified by the Fit flag in Table 3. Sources that
were well fit as YSOs are marked by green circles and given a Fit
flag of 1 in Table 3. The yellow circle identifies a probable YSO
that was not well fit (Fit ¼ 2). Blue circles identify sources that
were well fit by stellar photospheres. MIPS 24 m point sources
that are detected in fewer than three of the 2MASS+IRAC bands
and, hence, were not run through the fitter (Fit ¼ 4) are identified
by red circles; themajority of these are probably YSOs. The cyan
circle (source 32 located between sources 8 and 10 in Fig. 10)
marks the archive source that coincides with the proposed origin
of outflow G34.4:D; it is detected only at 3.6 and 4.5 m and,
hence, was not run through the fitter (Fit ¼ 3). The area covered
by the OVRO observations is contained primarily within the large
white circle, which is referred to as region C in Table 3. RegionN
is identified by the box north of region C, while region S is iden-
tified by the box to the south. The G34.4 UC H II region appears
white in this image because it is bright in diffuse emission at all
wavelengths. There are two prominent MIPS sources: G34.4MM
and another, fainter source located about 20 north of G34.4 MM
at position 18h53m20:602s, +0128 025:61 0 0.
Table 3 presents a summary of the positions and fluxes in each
band for all identified probable YSO cluster members in and near
the dark cloud. Table 4 presents the best-fit model parameters for
each YSO with enough flux points to be fitted. Output model
parameters are: interstellar extinction to the source, AV ; stellar
mass, M?; total luminosity of the YSO, L?; envelope accretion
rate, M˙env; and inclination, i. Note that AV does not include the
extinction produced by a circumstellar disk or envelope, and thus,
it represents a lower limit for YSOs with significant circumstellar
material. In general, each source can be well fit by multiple YSO
SED models, and this generates a corresponding range of the
best-fit model parameters. For well-fit YSOs, results of all fits
with2/Ndata  1 relative to the best-fit model are reported. For
example, for a typical source detected in Ndata ¼ 5 bands, all fits
with2  5 with a formal probability relative to the best fit of
less than exp (2/2) ¼ 0:08 are excluded. The cumulative
probability distribution for each parameter is then constructed
using the Gaussian-weighted probability of each fit relative to
the best fit. A range of parameter values that has a greater than
Fig. 7.—C18O(J ¼ 1Y0) channelmaps at 0.7 kms1 spectral resolution.The central velocity is indicated in the top left corner of each panel. The channel rms is 60mJybeam1,
the peak is 0.92 Jy beam1, and contours are plotted at 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 . The bottom right panel shows the synthesized beam in the bottom right corner
(4:04 0 0 ; 3:83 0 0 at P:A: ¼ 50:1) and a scale size of 0.55 pc. Plus symbols represent the locations of the UC H ii region at the 6 cm continuum peak and G34.4 MM as
indicated in the top left panel.
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95% probability of containing the actual value for the source is
then determined and reported in Table 4.
3.4.1. The Central Region of the Filament
In the region for which CO outflow data is determined, seven
YSOs with good fits have been identified (sources 6Y12), along
with one poorly fit, possibly massive YSO (source 31 in Tables 3
and 4) located on the northeast edge of the G34.4 MM 24 m
emission. Source 12, the highly luminous, the mid-IR counter-
part to G34.4 MM, is most likely the driving source of outflow
G34.4:A. Marked by a larger green circle in Figure 10, source 12
is partially resolved in the GLIMPSE images (this is seen most
clearly in the 4.5 m gray scale image in Fig. 9). The morpho-
logy of source 12/G34.4 MM is consistent with two dust emis-
sion lobes separated by an absorption lane due to a disk where the
lobes are in rough alignment with the axis of outflow G34.4:A.
The fluxes in the two lobes of source 12/G34.4 MM in each
GLIMPSE bandwas summed and combinedwith the point-source
fluxes from the Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX ) 21.3 m
(Price et al. 2001), MIPS 24 m, and MIPS 70 m to model
the source SED across the mid-IR. The 10 best fits to source
12/G34.4 MM are plotted in Figure 11. The fit parameters are
well constrained and the best fit has 2 ¼ 6:62, which is signif-
icantly lower than the second-best fit with 2 ¼ 20:79. The best-
fit parameters suggest a massive YSO with M?  14 M and
L?  9400 L. The source is deeply embedded behind greater
than AV  40 mag of extinction, and it is young with a high en-
velope accretion rate of M˙env  103 M yr1.
The inclination angle of the best-fit model is i ¼ 56, consis-
tent with the orientation of outflow G34.4:A, which has a wide
opening angle of 43

but does not intersect the plane of the sky.
This interpretation assumes that a single YSO dominates the flux
density and geometry of the mid-IR emission. Given that two out-
flows have been identified emanating from the G34.4 MM core
and the far-IR fluxes exceed those predicted by a singleYSOSED,
more than one YSO is likely present. However, the resolution
of the GLIMPSE images is not adequate to clearly distinguish
between sources that are likely to drive outflows G34.4:A and
G34.4:B.
For the remaining six well-fit YSOs in region C, the best-fit
models are presented in Figure 12a, while the distribution of their
corresponding best-fit masses and luminosities are shown in Fig-
ure 12b. Of these, two YSOs (sources 10 and 11) are nearly co-
incident with the UC H ii region.
Source 11 is a luminous YSO located near the projected center
of the UC H ii region and appears to be the most likely candidate
to drive outflow G34.4:C. The GLIMPSE position differs from
the 6 cm ionized gas peak by 1.300. This could be due to dif-
ferences in astrometry between the radio and IR data; however,
the discrepancy exceeds the GLIMPSE astrometric uncertainty
of 0.300 and the Very Large Array estimated uncertainty of0.100.
It is more likely that the centimeter peak tracing the ionized gas is
offset from the actualYSO. This could easily happen if the ionized
gas morphology closely follows the confines of a bipolar outflow
cavity. It is also possible that the center of the source is not de-
tected in the IRAC bands due to high extinction or the bright dif-
fuse background of the UCH ii region itself.Wemay only see the
warm outflow cavity associated with the blueshifted lobe in the
mid-IR that is displaced from the centimeter continuum emission.
Both sources 10 and 11 suffer from confusion with the UCH ii
region at IR wavelengths longward of the IRAC bands. The UC
H ii region emits very strongly in all four MSX bands and in
MIPS 24 and 70 m. These fluxes were used as upper limits for
Fig. 8.—Spectra convolved with a 1000 beam taken in CO, 13CO, and C18O at
different locations in the image. The ratio of the CO and 13CO emission was used
to calculate optical depth in the red- and blueshifted outflow lobes as indicated by
the dash-dotted lines and arrows in the figure. Panels (i) and (ii) show spectra
taken near the G34.4 UC H ii region at positions 18h53m18:320s, 124 045:84 0 0
and 18h53m19:203s, 124 039:38 0 0, respectively. Panels (iii) and (iv) show spectra
taken near the G34 MM core at positions 18h53m18:065s, 125 025:06 0 0 and
18h53m17:284s, 125 013:52 0 0, respectively. The locations of the spectra relative
to the 13CO emission are shown in Fig. 4 (top middle). The dashed vertical line at
57 km s1 helps to illustrate that the peak of the C18O line shifts from 57.4 km s1
toward the G34 MM core to 56 km s1 toward the G34.4 UC H ii region core.
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the fits to sources 10 and 11, but they are very high limits (see
Fig. 12a), and the fits to both sources are poorly constrained. The
best-fit results for source 11 suggest M? ¼ 2Y10 M and L? ¼
200Y5200 L, but the probability distribution of fit parameters
shown in Figure 12b is skewed and allows for higher masses and
luminosities up toM?  20M and L?  45; 000 L (albeit at a
formal probability level of only a few percent). SNB04 determined
a spectral type of B0.5 (L?  40; 000 L) for the central star of the
G34.4 UC H ii region assuming a single zero-age main-sequence
star is producing the observed Lyman continuum flux. Thus, if
source 10 is the ionizing star of theUCH ii region, the higher values
of mass and luminosity are more plausible.
Due to its physical location between the red- and blueshifted
lobes of outflowG34.4:E, source 10 appears to be the most prob-
able driver of this outflow. The best-fit results suggest that it is a
YSO with M? ¼ 0:5Y10 M and L? ¼ 45Y4500 L. Again, the
association of this YSO with strong outflow activity suggests that
the upper end of this range of mass and luminosity may be more
appropriate.
Source 32 (cyan circle), the potential driver of outflowG34.4:D,
is detected in only two IRAC bands ([3.6] and [4.5]) at the 5 
level, sufficient for inclusion into the GLIMPSE archive. Based
on these two bands, source 32 has a red color of ½3:6  ½4:5 ¼ 1:3
which is consistent with it being a YSO (Robitaille et al. 2006).
The lack of GLIMPSE archive fluxes in bands [5.8] and [8.0]
means that this source was not detected at the 3  level in those
two bands, corresponding to magnitudes fainter than 13.0 in each
band.11 The colors of YSO models for very young sources pre-
dict ½3:6  ½5:8 > 0:4 and ½5:8  ½8:0 > 0:4, corresponding to
magnitudes fainter than 13.6 and 13.2 in bands [5.8] and [8.0],
respectively (Robitaille et al. 2006). Thus, the nondetection in
bands [5.8] and [8.0] is consistent with the interpretation that
source 32 is a YSO.
Source 32 is also not detected in the MIPS 24 m band. How-
ever, given the proximity to the very bright UC H ii and lower
resolution of MIPS compared to IRAC, this source is confused
with the point-spread function wings of the UC H ii region. Based
on an estimate of theMIPS sensitivity in a confused region, a 3 
TABLE 1
G34.4 and G34 MM Outflow Parameters
Parameter G34.4 Combined Flows G34 MM Combined Flows
CO radius of outflow........................................... 0.98 pc 0.85 pc
Assumed inclination angle................................... 45 45
Redshifted outflow mass: 12COa ......................... 22.6 M 10.6 M
Redshifted outflow mass: 13COa ......................... 59.6 M 12.7 M
Blueshifted outflow mass: 12COa ........................ 14.2 M 1.6 M
Blueshifted outflow mass: 13COa ........................ 14.8 M 9.9 M
Total outflow massa ............................................. 111.2 M 34.8 M
Momentum........................................................... 8:3 ; 102 M km s1 3:5 ; 102 M km s1
Kinetic energy...................................................... 7:8 ; 1046 ergs 4:9 ; 1046 ergs
Dynamical timescale of CO flow........................ 4 ; 104 yr 3:8 ; 104 yr
M˙f ......................................................................... 1:3 ; 103 M yr1 0:8 ; 103 M yr1
Momentum supply rate (force)............................ 12:2 ; 103 M km s1 yr1 8:0 ; 103 M km s1 yr1
Mechanical luminosity......................................... 11.2 L 9.1 L
a 12COoutflowemission (corrected for optical depth from [CO]/[13CO])measured between velocities 32.9 and51.7kms1
and 63.6 and 77.8 km s1. 13CO outflow emission (assumed to be optically thin) measured between velocities 51.7 and
53.6 km s1 and 60.4 and 63.6 km s1.
TABLE 2
G34.4 and G34 MM Core Parameters Measured from C18O
Parameter G34.4 G34 MM
C18O core mass................... 692.7 M 75.2 M
vLSR...................................... 56.0 km s
1 57.4 km s1
Momentum.......................... 2:0 ; 103 M km s1 2:5 ; 102 M km s1
Kinetic energy..................... 8:0 ; 1046 ergs 1:2 ; 1046 ergs
Fig. 9.—GLIMPSE 4.5 m image in inverted gray scale showing locations of
G34.4MMandG34.4UCH ii region as plus signs. Diamonds show the predicted
locations of the driving sources of outflows G34.4:D and G34.4:E based on CO
and 13COmorphology. GLIMPSE sources are located very near the predicted po-
sitions, suggesting that GLIMPSE has detected two sources driving outflows D
and E. 13CO red- and blueshifted emission contours from Fig. 4 are overlaid for
reference.
11 See the GLIMPSE Quality Assurance document at http://www.astro.wisc
.edu /glimpse/GQA-master.pdf.
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upper limit of 50 mJy (magnitude 5.4) is expected for the 24 m
flux. This could potentially allow a very red ½3:6  ½24 	 8:6
color for this source.We therefore conclude that themid-IR colors
of source 32 are consistent with those for a YSO; however, the
strongest evidence for this remains the fact that it lies along theCO
outflow axis of G34.4:D near where onemight expect the driving
source to be located.
In summary, nine YSOs have been identified and character-
ized in region C near G34.4 MM and the UC H ii region. Four or
five are probably massive withM? > 8M, while the others have
low to intermediate mass with M? between 0.5 and 8 M.
3.4.2. The Northern Filament
North of the G34.4 MM and UC H ii region complex (in
regionN), 17YSOs have been successfully identified based onfits
to the SEDs. Most of these YSOs closely trace the IR-dark cloud
structure. At the extreme north end of the field, there is another
24 m bright source (source 29 in Tables 3 and 4) that may be
similar to but less massive than G34.4 MM.
The SED is well fit with 2 ¼ 17:39, suggesting a YSO with
M?  4:8Y6:8M andL?  170Y340 L. The remaining 16YSOs
in region N are less massive than source 29 with mass estimates
between about 0.5 and 6.5 M.
3.4.3. The Southern Filament
The southern part of the IR-dark filament (region S) contains
five sources with SEDs that are well fit as YSOs. Five relatively
faint 24 m sources that are likely to be YSOs are also scattered
throughout this region. Sources in this southern region are more
distributed and are not spatiallywell correlatedwith the dark cloud
filament. This is in contrast to the YSOs in the northern region
where they follow the cloud boundaries reasonably well. Mass es-
timates range from about 1 to 7 M.
4. DISCUSSION
The IR-dark cloud associated with IRAS 18507+0121 has a fil-
amentary structure that spans more than 90 on the sky (>10 pc at
3.9 kpc). Splitting the cloud into three regions (south, central, and
north), one finds that the southern region is associatedwithmostly
low- to intermediate-mass YSO candidates (10 in total) that are
not spatially well correlated with the dark cloud filament. The
northern segment of the filament contains 23 low- to intermediate-
massYSO candidates that tend to trace the IR-dark cloud structure.
The central region of the filament is in the process of forming four
or five mid to early B stars withM? > 8M. Four more sources
are likely low to intermediatemasswithM? between 0.5 and 8M.
Together with an additional 11 YSO candidates seen at 24 m,
this central region harbors a relatively compact cluster with a total
of 20 YSO candidates.
4.1. GLIMPSE-detected Source Characteristics
Bright emission in the 4.5 m Spitzer IRAC can be a strong
indicator of molecular outflow (e.g., Qiu et al. 2007; Smith et al.
2006; Noriega-Crespo et al. 2004). Themost likely reason for this
is the presence of H2 emission lines and/or emission from the
CO(J ¼ 1Y0) P(8) band head. All four IRAC bands contain H2
emission lines, but these features are narrow and, hence, can only
significantly enhance the brightness in the broadband images if
the lines are extremely bright relative to the continuum. Because
H2 features are distributed throughout the IRAC bands, strong
H2 lines will not cause a greater enhancement of the flux in band
[4.5] than in bands [5.8] and [8.0] (see, e.g., Smith et al. 2006). In
contrast, the CO(J ¼ 1Y0) P(8) emission band head is a broad
feature that occupies the entire [4.5] filter and can become bright
in the presence of shocked, molecular gas. There is not significant
CO band head emission in the remaining IRAC bands. Thus,
sources with excess emission in band [4.5] relative to bands [5.8]
and [8.0] appear likely to have CO band head emission resulting
from shocked, molecular gas. This does not preclude the possi-
bility that significant H2 emission may also contribute to the
brightness in all IRAC bands.
Three of the 29 YSOs listed in Table 3 that were detected in all
four IRAC bands have noticeable excess emission at 4.5 m and
strong flux at 24 m: sources 6 and 12 in region C and source 29
in regionN.Because of this, SEDfits used the [4.5] fluxes as upper
limits only, since the YSO SED models do not incorporate mo-
lecular line emission. These sources are likely to have significant
shocked,molecular gas and are undergoing outflow and accretion.
Source 31, although it was not well fit, should probably be con-
sidered in this group as well. It was not well fit because it has a
strong 4.5 m excess and it was only detected in the four IRAC
bands. The SED (not shown) looks similar to G34.4 MM itself.
Furthermore, its nondetection at 24 m is almost certainly due to
its proximity to G34.4 MM.
Themost prominent of the 4.5mexcess sources is source 12,
the mid-IR counterpart to G34.4 MM and outflow G34.4:A. The
association of this source with the CO outflow favors the interpre-
tation that the 4.5 m excess is due to shocked CO emission.
The potential drivers of outflows G34.4:C (source 11) and
G34.4:E (source 10) do not show similar 4.5 mexcess fluxes. A
possible reason for this may be that they are somewhat more
Fig. 10.—GLIMPSE and MIPSGAL three-color image with 4.5 (blue), 8.0
(green), and 24m (red ). The probableYSOclustermembers listed in Table 3 are
marked by color-coded circles: green are good YSO fits (2/Ndata  4:8), yellow
are bad YSO fits (2/Ndata > 14:8), cyan are sources detected in fewer than four
bands, and red areMIPS 24 mpoint sources detected in too few IRAC+2MASS
bands to be fit. Sources well fit by stellar photospheres are marked by blue circles.
The IR-dark cloud has been divided into three regions for the purpose of the YSO
census: region C (large white circle) contains the OVRO observations, and re-
gions N and S (large white rectangles) are the portions of the dark cloud lying to
the north and south, respectively, of region C. Source numbers from Table 3 for
the YSOs discussed in x 3.4 are also shown.
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TABLE 3
YSO Cluster Members
Coordinates
Measured Mid-IR Fluxes and Uncertainties
Sourcea  (J2000.0) (J2000.0)
F½3:6
(mJy)
F½3:6
(mJy)
F½4:5
(mJy)
F½4:5
(mJy)
F½5:8
(mJy)
F½5:8
(mJy)
F½8:0
(mJy)
F½8:0
(mJy)
F½24
(mJy)
F½24b
(mJy) Fitc Regiond
1................. 18 53 24.999 1 23 01.4 3.43 0.34 2.11 0.23 1.86 0.37 . . . . . . 1.61 0.16 1 S
2................. 18 53 18.649 1 23 21.8 1.78 0.18 2.01 0.20 2.85 0.28 2.68 0.40 10.54 1.68 1 S
3................. 18 53 16.833 1 23 26.6 5.20 0.52 6.10 0.61 5.07 0.51 4.33 0.65 6.73 0.67 1 S
4................. 18 53 19.694 1 23 36.2 6.78 0.68 16.79 1.68 28.13 2.81 20.32 3.05 60.00 U.L. 1 S
5................. 18 53 17.773 1 23 49.4 8.66 0.87 12.26 1.23 13.92 1.39 15.76 2.36 45.29 4.53 1 S
6................. 18 53 18.982 1 24 11.5 0.84 0.15 7.66 0.93 5.00 0.86 2.79 0.64 307.85 30.78 1 C
7................. 18 53 18.825 1 24 19.6 12.22 1.22 26.14 2.61 26.69 2.67 23.15 3.47 150.00 U.L. 1 C
8................. 18 53 19.404 1 24 24.2 0.25 0.07 1.46 0.16 3.33 0.36 4.18 0.63 150.00 U.L. 1 C
9................. 18 53 21.127 1 24 27.5 3.79 0.38 3.56 0.36 3.07 0.52 2.00 0.30 19.92 2.54 1 C
10e ............. 18 53 18.727 1 24 43.0 5.13 0.92 19.57 1.96 40.99 6.81 59.72 8.96 18024.00 U.L. 1 C
11e ............. 18 53 18.630 1 24 48.3 28.26 7.77 79.15 14.59 168.90 16.89 277.30 45.02 18024.00 U.L. 1 C
12f.............. 18 53 18.058 1 25 25.3 2.24 0.22 16.20 8.00 13.85 1.38 11.34 1.13 8682.80 868.28 1 C
13............... 18 53 16.533 1 26 28.6 0.37 0.06 1.03 0.10 1.40 0.22 1.59 0.24 7.11 0.71 1 N
14............... 18 53 17.321 1 26 33.0 1.88 0.19 2.65 0.27 2.83 0.40 1.77 0.27 15.01 1.50 1 N
15............... 18 53 17.232 1 26 41.1 5.01 0.50 6.90 0.69 7.18 0.72 6.23 0.93 11.21 1.12 1 N
16............... 18 53 29.815 1 26 52.7 3.30 0.33 4.12 0.41 4.68 0.53 5.80 0.87 8.09 0.81 1 . . .
17............... 18 53 21.571 1 26 58.9 0.38 0.06 1.58 0.23 1.58 0.35 . . . . . . 13.46 1.61 1 N
18............... 18 53 11.979 1 27 09.5 13.41 1.34 10.45 1.04 8.31 0.83 7.87 1.61 119.71 37.16 1 N
19............... 18 53 17.787 1 27 12.6 0.81 0.09 2.11 0.21 3.29 0.33 3.94 0.59 13.88 1.39 1 N
20............... 18 53 18.181 1 27 28.5 1.40 0.19 3.23 0.32 3.30 0.41 3.40 0.51 13.21 1.32 1 N
21............... 18 53 15.807 1 27 37.4 40.59 4.06 41.08 4.11 46.97 4.70 36.85 5.53 20.79 2.08 1 N
22............... 18 53 18.604 1 27 38.8 0.49 0.09 0.71 0.11 . . . . . . 2.66 0.40 10.97 1.40 1 N
23............... 18 53 23.391 1 27 57.0 2.47 0.25 2.52 0.25 2.70 0.34 2.35 0.35 4.07 0.41 1 N
24............... 18 53 23.784 1 28 01.1 0.49 0.08 0.55 0.06 1.02 0.32 0.96 0.14 4.94 0.49 1 N
25............... 18 53 18.848 1 28 02.7 0.65 0.09 0.58 0.09 . . . . . . 2.59 0.39 . . . . . . 1 N
26............... 18 53 19.404 1 28 16.1 0.83 0.09 2.12 0.21 2.60 0.42 2.93 0.44 4.16 0.42 1 N
27............... 18 53 20.005 1 28 19.6 0.55 0.08 1.29 0.23 2.14 0.68 1.47 0.22 29.57 2.96 1 N
28............... 18 53 19.049 1 28 21.5 2.53 0.29 2.64 0.26 2.23 0.24 1.68 0.25 5.42 0.54 1 N
29............... 18 53 20.674 1 28 24.1 9.65 0.96 32.79 3.94 26.83 2.68 8.03 1.20 278.27 27.83 1 N
30............... 18 53 20.078 1 28 43.1 0.27 0.05 1.02 0.11 1.83 0.28 2.49 0.37 15.80 1.58 1 N
31............... 18 53 18.586 1 25 38.9 0.33 0.08 3.43 0.39 2.50 0.32 1.79 0.27 . . . . . . 2 C
32............... 18 53 19.144 1 24 35.4 0.68 0.09 1.46 0.18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 C
33............... 18 53 13.870 1 26 03.3 0.98 0.13 0.71 0.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.31 0.59 4 N
34............... 18 53 13.933 1 24 46.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.79 0.40 4 . . .
35............... 18 53 14.135 1 25 03.8 0.35 0.06 0.34 0.06 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.52 1.00 4 . . .
36............... 18 53 14.702 1 25 25.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00 0.99 4 . . .
37............... 18 53 14.884 1 25 49.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.56 0.50 4 . . .
38............... 18 53 15.298 1 25 48.1 1.27 0.15 0.86 0.09 . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.14 1.11 4 . . .
39............... 18 53 15.562 1 23 25.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.75 0.53 4 S
40............... 18 53 16.029 1 24 25.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.63 1.27 4 C
41............... 18 53 16.811 1 24 11.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.22 0.47 4 C
42............... 18 53 16.908 1 26 32.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.87 0.92 4 N
43............... 18 53 18.026 1 26 25.9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42.84 2.55 4 N
44............... 18 53 18.065 1 23 24.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.76 0.97 4 S
45............... 18 53 18.085 1 26 12.0 0.49 0.07 0.45 0.08 . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.27 3.97 4 N
46............... 18 53 18.409 1 23 38.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.10 0.83 4 S
47............... 18 53 18.516 1 23 56.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.53 4.67 4 C
48............... 18 53 18.589 1 26 49.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.47 0.50 4 N
49............... 18 53 18.600 1 23 46.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.59 2.42 4 S
50............... 18 53 19.904 1 28 08.6 . . . . . . 0.68 0.08 1.30 0.36 . . . . . . 12.96 1.30 4 N
51............... 18 53 21.233 1 25 12.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.51 0.83 4 C
52............... 18 53 22.760 1 22 30.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.44 0.95 4 S
53............... 18 53 22.826 1 25 10.0 0.80 0.10 0.67 0.10 . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.49 U.L. 4 . . .
54............... 18 53 22.905 1 25 07.0 1.58 0.16 1.53 0.18 . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.49 U.L. 4 . . .
Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
a Sources are grouped in order of Fit flag and then listed in order of increasing declination.
b Where two or more GLIMPSE sources are confused with a single MIPS source, we treat the 24 m flux as an upper limit (U.L.) only.
c The Fit flags are designated as follows: 1 = Source well fit as a YSO, meeting the 2/Ndata  4:8 criterion discussed in the text. 2 = Fit failed to meet the 2 criterion,
but source is considered to be a probable YSO based on visual inspection of its mid-IR SED. 3 = Not able to fit because source is detected only in the GLIMPSE [3.6] and
[4.5] bands (includes the possible source of outflow G34.4:D). 4 = MIPS 24 mYdetected source that cannot be fit because it is detected in fewer than three of the
IRAC+2MASSbands. Themajority of these sources are probablyYSOs due to their location near the IR-dark cloud, but a few could be field stars on the asymptotic giant branch.
d Region of Fig. 11 in which the source is located. Region C refers to the central part of the IR-dark cloud containing the OVRO observations. Region N represents the
dark cloud north of C, while region S represents the dark cloud south of C. Unlabeled sources lie outside of these three regions.
e These sources overlie the UCH ii region, which produces bright diffuse emission in all fourMSX bands as well as at MIPS 24 and 70 m. Although these YSOs may
be bright enough to be detected by MSX and MIPS, they are confused with the UC H ii region.
f The IR counterpart to G34.4MM. It is detected also byMSX at 21.3mand byMIPS at 70m,with fluxes of 4900  258 and 322; 000  128; 000mJy, respectively.
evolved than source 12. In very young sources, particularly those
withM? > 2M, high accretion rates create a cool, distended pho-
tosphere that does not emit strongly enough in the UV to excite
the PAH emission features present in the IRAC [3.6], [5.8], and
[8.0] bands. Inmore evolved sources, however, PAHemission can
hide the contrast between [4.5] and the other three bands. Alter-
natively, as discussed above, both sources 10 and 11 suffer from
confusionwith the UCH ii region, which emits strongly in all four
bands, and this could also mask moderate enhancements due to
CO band head emission.
As a final note, three sources show marginal excess at 4.5 m
relative to bands [5.8] and [8.0]: source 7 in region C and sources
20 and 26 in region N. These sources do not appear to have strong
emission at 24 m, so they may be a different type of source than
those with strong 4.5 and 24 m excesses.
4.2. Timescale for Massive Star Formation
There are two cloud cores in the central region of the filament:
one more massive core in the south surrounded by a more diffuse
molecular cloud that contains the UC H ii region and one that is
more compact containing source 12/G34.4MM.The cores are sep-
arated by about 0.75 pc. Each cloud core is producing a small
cluster of massive flows that look similar and are of similar ages,
although the northern outflows associated with G34.4 MM have
about one-third the mass of the southern flows.
Due to the shorter formation timescales (P105 yr), massive
(proto-) stars begin to burn hydrogen evenwhile they continue to
accrete material. The generation of a UC H ii region identifies
which sources have reached the main sequence and begun hydro-
gen burning, while the detection of a molecular outflow traced to
the source identifies whether it is still accreting (and hence still
powering an outflow). However, the addition of material onto the
stellar surface implies that the source will move up the main se-
quence. In this sense, it is still a ‘‘protostar ’’ because it has not
reached its final mass.
The central source in the G34.4 UC H ii region (source 11)
has a spectral type of B0.5, while the spectral type of source
12/G34.4MM is probably closer to a B2 star (this work; SNB04).
High-velocity CO emission can be traced to both sources, sug-
gesting that they are still accreting even though they have reached
the main sequence.
The characteristic timescale of the outflow/infall phase from
early B stars is roughly a few ;105 yr (Richer et al. 2000), while
the evolutionary timescale for a B0.5 star to reach the main se-
quence is roughly 105 yr. Since ionized gas is seen toward both
cores and the outflowcharacteristics are similar, it seems reasonable
TABLE 4
YSO Model Parametersa from SED Fits to Cluster Members
Source Fit 2min 
2
max
b No. of Fits AV
M?
(M)
L?
(L)
M˙env
(M yr1)
c i
1............................... 1 7.63 13.57 112 8.5Y15.1 2.63E+00Y4.34E+00 3.44E+01Y2.83E+02 0 18.2Y87.1
2............................... 1 1.82 7.81 322 1.5Y24.7 5.81E01Y3.95E+00 6.22E+00Y4.11E+01 0Y3.44E05 18.2Y81.4
3............................... 1 8.24 14.21 96 11.4Y22.8 2.65E+00Y4.24E+00 4.82E+01Y1.18E+02 0Y3.06E07 41.4Y81.4
4............................... 1 8.18 12.08 29 22.5Y58.3 1.03E+00Y6.77E+00 1.10E+02Y1.54E+03 0 18.2Y81.4
5............................... 1 0.86 7.85 185 11.4Y26.5 3.32E+00Y5.03E+00 1.03E+02Y3.86E+02 0Y8.44E06 18.2Y81.4
6............................... 1 5.16 11.15 53 0.0Y6.9 2.41E+00Y6.59E+00 8.22E+01Y3.40E+02 5.36E05Y1.10E03 31.8Y69.5
7............................... 1 1.43 5.40 106 16.7Y38.1 3.71E+00Y6.10E+00 1.82E+02Y9.68E+02 0Y1.60E06 41.4Y81.4
8............................... 1 2.83 6.82 323 0.0Y59.9 1.94E01Y5.18E+00 4.75E+00Y2.27E+02 0Y4.22E04 18.2Y75.5
9............................... 1 6.46 12.42 36 0.0Y13.2 9.22E01Y3.34E+00 9.97E+00Y3.53E+01 1.18E06Y9.78E05 49.5Y81.4
10............................. 1 0.69 4.69 846 0.0Y60.0 5.00E01Y9.97E+00 4.47E+01Y4.46E+03 0Y1.04E03 18.2Y81.4
11............................. 1 0.17 5.17 879 5.2Y50.2 2.13E+00Y9.92E+00 2.12E+02Y5.16E+03 0Y2.18E03 18.2Y81.4
12d ........................... 1 6.62 36.13 10 38.8Y41.5 1.36E+01Y1.39E+01 6.92E+03Y9.39E+03 5.91E04Y9.96E04 56.6
13............................. 1 3.11 8.11 200 7.5Y60.0 9.65E01Y4.25E+00 1.12E+01Y1.49E+02 0Y1.01E04 18.2Y87.1
14............................. 1 1.57 6.36 31 0.0Y18.7 4.33E01Y2.70E+00 5.32E+00Y3.16E+01 7.22E06Y1.10E04 41.4Y81.4
15............................. 1 0.78 5.77 186 0.0Y25.5 1.46E+00Y4.40E+00 1.95E+01Y1.49E+02 0Y1.73E05 18.2Y81.4
16............................. 1 0.03 5.02 697 0.0Y30.4 2.17E+00Y4.24E+00 1.67E+01Y1.97E+02 0Y6.68E07 18.2Y81.4
17............................. 1 7.49 11.49 470 15.8Y60.0 2.04E+00Y5.44E+00 2.89E+01Y6.58E+02 0Y1.09E07 18.2Y87.1
18............................. 1 6.78 14.64 19 0.0Y9.4 3.60E+00Y5.64E+00 1.10E+02Y1.66E+02 2.74E05Y9.41E04 18.2Y69.5
19............................. 1 1.19 6.18 209 19.4Y60.0 2.65E+00Y4.46E+00 2.89E+01Y3.14E+02 0Y2.82E08 18.2Y81.4
20............................. 1 4.89 11.30 14 0.0Y7.1 6.60E01Y1.54E+00 4.82E+00Y1.44E+01 0Y8.48E06 18.2Y81.4
21............................. 1 18.30 26.23 14 17.5Y19.1 6.14E+00Y6.63E+00 9.96E+02Y1.34E+03 0 18.2Y87.1
22............................. 1 0.01 4.01 425 1.5Y60.0 4.18E01Y4.71E+00 5.00E+00Y3.18E+02 0Y1.09E04 18.2Y81.4
23............................. 1 1.72 8.72 165 0.0Y21.0 1.00E+00Y3.83E+00 1.04E+01Y5.35E+01 0Y1.88E05 18.2Y81.4
24............................. 1 0.62 5.62 1070 0.0Y45.6 1.80E01Y3.73E+00 1.44E+00Y5.09E+01 0Y2.99E05 18.2Y81.4
25............................. 1 0.24 4.23 22 6.7Y10.5 1.89E+00Y2.77E+00 1.25E+01Y7.58E+01 0 18.2Y87.1
26............................. 1 0.02 3.98 221 18.6Y54.0 2.05E+00Y3.99E+00 1.67E+01Y2.05E+02 0 18.2Y87.1
27............................. 1 0.39 5.38 293 0.0Y52.3 4.14E01Y5.03E+00 5.29E+00Y1.12E+02 2.95E06Y3.31E04 31.8Y81.4
28............................. 1 3.85 11.84 98 3.6Y14.5 7.91E01Y3.64E+00 6.74E+00Y3.20E+01 0Y1.86E05 41.4Y81.4
29............................. 1 17.39 21.98 7 3.9Y17.8 4.84E+00Y6.80E+00 1.69E+02Y3.42E+02 6.03E05Y2.10E04 41.4Y75.5
30............................. 1 3.54 8.54 186 1.4Y60.0 1.49E01Y4.71E+00 1.99E+00Y2.92E+02 0Y1.71E04 18.2Y81.4
31............................. 2 39.45 51.32 19 7.4Y40.5 7.51E+00Y1.34E+01 1.02E+03Y3.84E+03 2.67E04Y2.21E03 31.8Y87.1
a The range of values reported here for each YSO parameter has a 95% probability, based on the probability distribution of best fits, of containing the actual value of
that parameter for each source.
b Fits having 2  2max are used in computing the probability distribution of YSO parameters. For each source, 2max  2min ¼ Ndata, whereNdata is the number of flux
data points used in the fit and  ¼ 1 for Fit ¼ 1 and  ¼ 3 for Fit ¼ 2.
c For models with M˙env < 10
9 M yr1, the envelope accretion rate is considered to be zero.
d For this source, the IR counterpart to G34 MM, we report the probability distribution of parameters from the 10 best fits.
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to assume that they began forming massive stars at approximately
the same time, about 105 yr ago.
SNB04 detected a lowermass population of this cluster (e.g., a
few solar masses or less) at near-IR wavelengths (see their Fig. 6).
Their detected cluster population was more distributed, less em-
bedded, and less massive than those detected in this work. They
found that this subpopulation is less than 3Myr old but probably
more than 0.3 Myr old.
There are numerous problems associated with these age esti-
mates, and they could be in error easily by a factor of a few. How-
ever, let us take them at face value for now. SNB04 discovered a
distributed population of low- to intermediate-mass stars that may
have formed a few Myr ago. The more massive stars detected in
this work are more tightly associated with the dense molecular
gas (as expected) and appear to be somewhat younger, more like
105 yr old. This suggests that the star formation in this cold, dark
cloud may have formed in two stages: first lower mass stars began
to form then, a fewMyr later, themoremassive, earlyB stars began
to form.
Such a situation is predicted when clouds havemagnetic fields
that are stronger than needed to provide support against gravita-
tional collapse and the core mass to magnetic flux ratio (M /) is
subcritical. Thus, low-mass stars would form in originally highly
magnetically subcritical clouds, with ambipolar diffusion leading
to core formation, quasi-static contraction of the cores, and even-
tually, massive star formation (see, e.g., the review by Ward-
Thompson et al. 2007 and references therein). If this scenario
is correct, then the cold, dark filament associatedwith IRAS18507
may provide an example of a cloud with delayed massive star
formation due to an initially high magnetic field and subcritical
M /.
4.3. Star Formation Efficiency
The set of best-fit SEDmodels for YSO candidates can be used
to construct a 2-weighted probability distribution of the best-fit
model parameters. We sum the mass probability distributions for
each source to construct mass functions for all well-fit YSOs
(Fit ¼ 1) in Tables 3 and 4. The total mass of the GLIMPSE-
detected YSOs in this IR-dark cloud is then 127  27 M.
The total stellar mass of the central (sub-) cluster contain-
ing G34.4 MM and the UC H ii region is 48  20M (or38%
of the total detected stellar mass). About 14 M are in source
12/G34.4 MM, 10 M are in source 31 (the yellow source near
G34.4 MM in Fig. 10), and the remaining 24M of stellar mass
resides in the central star producing the UC H ii region and its
surrounding cluster. These rough stellar mass estimates are in-
complete forM? < 3M. They also do not include the additional
20 YSO candidates that were detected at 24 m but in fewer than
three IRAC bands. Thus, the stellar mass estimate should be con-
sidered a lower limit.
Using the initial mass function (IMF) of Kroupa (2001; where
the IMF slope follows a Salpeter IMF forM? > 1M and it be-
comes shallower for 0:1 M < M? < 1M), one can estimate the
expected stellar mass for M? < 3 M. Assuming 127  27 M
of mass in stars more massive than 3M, roughly 413  103M
of mass is expected to be in the form of stars less massive than
3M. Thus, the total stellar mass content of this cloud is expected
to be 540  130 M.
This stellar mass estimate is a littlemore than half of the derived
mass of the ammonia hot core of 1000M surrounding theUCH ii
region (Miralles et al. 1994), and it is about 7% of the cloudmass
of 7500M derived from1.2mmcontinuumemission (Rathborne
et al. 2005). The total star formation efficiency is thenM?/(Mcld þ
M?) ¼ 540/8040  0:07 or 7%. This should be considered an
upper limit, because 1.2 mm continuum emission traces warm
dust (typically 30Y50 K) which is heated predominantly by mas-
sive stars—it does not effectively trace the cold gas and dust
(5Y10 K) which may represent the bulk of the total cloud mass.
We can also obtain an estimate of themassive and intermediate-
mass star formation efficiency in the warm gas traced by 1.2 mm
continuum emission and in the densest part of the hot core. As-
suming a warm cloud mass of 7500M and a total mass of stars
withM? > 3M =127M, the massive star formation efficiency
is roughly 2%.
Fig. 11.—(a) Ten best YSO SED model fits to the IR fluxes of source
12/G34.4 MM. The fitting assumes that the mid-IR flux from the millimeter core
is dominated by a single source. The [4.5] upper limit (triangles) was used because
the source appears to have excess flux in this bandpass due to molecular emission
associatedwith outflow activity that has not been incorporated into theYSOmodels.
The thickest line represents the best fit to the data, and light gray lines represent
the SED observed through different apertures, from the smallest ( IRAC) to larg-
est (MSX 21.3 m). The dashed line shows the photospheric flux from the best-fit
YSO model as it would appear if suffering from interstellar extinction only in
the absence of circumstellar material. (b) Masses and luminosities of the best-fit
models. The shaded contour regions represent the logarithmic density of models
in themass-luminosity parameter space. The darkest gray represents amodel density
1000 times higher than that of the lightest gray. The white region beyond the lowest
contour shows the part of parameter space that lies beyond the edge of the model
grid.
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Fig. 12.—(a) Same as Fig. 11a, but for the other sixwell-fit YSOs in regionC. All fits used to compute themodel parameter ranges in Table 4 are plotted. Sources 10 and
11 overlap the UC H ii region, and hence, the diffuse mid-IR fluxes associated with the UC H ii region in all fourMSX bands and MIPS 24 and 70 mwere used as upper
limits to the fits. (b) Same as Fig. 11b, but for the six well-fit YSOs plotted in (a).
Fig. 12—Continued
4.4. Can the Outflows Destabilize the Cloud Cores?
4.4.1. The G34.4 Cloud Core Surrounding the UC H ii Region
Miralles et al. (1994) estimated the mass of the G34.4 cloud
core surrounding the UC H ii region to be 1000 M based on
NH3 observations. They only detected emission near the UC H ii
region, not near the G34.4 MM core. The C18O mass estimate of
693M compares reasonably well with that of NH3 given the un-
certainties inherent with both estimates and the fact that our C18O
map is missing extended emission.
If we take the mass of the G34.4 core surrounding the UC H ii
region to be Mcld ¼ 1000 M, we find that the core has about 9
timesmoremass than in the high-velocitymolecular outflows. The
gravitational binding energy of the cloud can be calculated from
GM2cld/c1r, where c1 is a constant which depends on the mass dis-
tribution (c1 ¼ 1 for  / r2).We find that the gravitational bind-
ing energy is 2:4 ; 1047 ergs. Roughly 11%of themolecular cloud
core is participating in the outflow, and the combined outflow en-
ergy is roughly one-third the gravitational binding energy of the
cloud. The G34.4 outflows near the UCH ii region are injecting a
significant amount of mechanical energy into the cloud core and
may help prevent further collapse of the cloud. However, they are
not likely to totally disrupt the cloud. As long as cloud material
remains, this leaves the door open for possible future episodes of
star formation.
4.4.2. The Compact G34.4 MM Cloud Core
SNB04 estimate the mass of the G34.4 MM core based on
2.6 mm thermal dust emission to be between 150 and 650 M
with 240M being the value derived for an opacity index  of 1.5
and a temperature of 50 K. Our estimated mass based on C18O
emission is significantly less than this (75M), suggesting that
our C18O maps are missing extended emission or the assump-
tions used to estimate the mass associated with warm dust emis-
sion in the G34.4 MM core were not correct. Thus, for example,
if  ¼ 0:7 and Td ¼ 70 K, then the mass of the millimeter core
would be 75 M, which is consistent with the mass derived
fromC18O. Such a low opacity index and high temperature could
be caused by the presence of strong shocks through most of the
core mass, which would prevent large grains from forming and
maintain the bulk of the gas at higher temperatures. Indeed, this
could be possible given the small size of the core (0.2 pc) and the
fact that two outflows with a combined mass of nearly 35M are
blasting their way out of the core.
If we assume a mass of 75Y240M for the G34.4MM core, as
derived from the C18O and 2.6 mm continuum observations,
then the gravitational binding energy of the cloud is 5:6 ; 1045Y
5:7 ; 1046 ergs. The kinetic energy of the outflowing gas is be-
tween 1.2 and nearly 9 times the gravitational binding energy of
the cloud core. Thus, the G34.4 MM flows appear to have more
energy relative to the core and are more likely to disrupt the com-
pact core. Therefore, we may be seeing the first and only episode
of massive star formation in this compact region.
5. SUMMARY
We have observed the central region of the IR-dark cloud asso-
ciatedwith IRAS 18507+0121 inCO(J ¼ 1Y0), 13CO(J ¼ 1Y0),
and C18O(J ¼ 1Y0) with the OwensValley RadioObservatory at
400 resolution. Fivemassive outflows from two cloud cores were
discovered. A total of 146 M of material is participating in the
combined outflows and injecting 1:3 ; 1045 ergs of kinetic en-
ergy.We also used archived Spitzer data from the GLIMPSE sur-
vey to gain anunderstandingof the stellar content of the cluster and
the entire IR-dark filament. Modeling of the SEDs of GLIMPSE
sources identified 31 young stellar objects in the filament with a
combined stellarmass of127  27M. An additional 22 sources
were identified as probable cluster members based on the pres-
ence of strong 24 m emission. The total star formation efficiency
in the G34.4 cloud filament is estimated to be about 7%, while
themassive and intermediate-mass star formation efficiency in the
entire cloud filament is estimated to be roughly 2%.
A qualitative evaluation of the outflow characteristics and pres-
ence of ionized gas in the central region of the IR-dark cloud fil-
ament suggests that the early B stars currently undergoing outflow
and accretion began forming stars at approximately the same time,
about 105 yr ago. A population of lower mass stars were detected
by SNB04 that appear to have an age of about a few Myr. This
dual population suggests that stars in the IRAS 18507 cloud may
have formed in two stages: first lower mass stars formed and then,
a few Myr later, the more massive, early B stars began to form.
Such a situation can occur in magnetically subcritical clouds in
which slow, ambipolar diffusion leads to the delayed onset of core
contraction and eventual massive star formation.
A comparison of the gravitational binding energywith the out-
flow kinetic energy in the two cloud cores studied in molecular
lines suggests that the compact core containingG34.4MMis being
destroyed by its molecular outflows. The outflows have as much
or more kinetic energy than the gravitational binding energy of
the cloud core. Thus, we may be seeing the first and only episode
of massive star formation in this compact region.
In contrast, the 690 M core surrounding the G34.4 UC H ii
region has twice the gravitational binding energy as the combined
outflow kinetic energy. Thus, although the outflows are injecting
a significant amount of mechanical energy into the cloud core and
may help prevent further collapse of the cloud, they are not likely
to totally disrupt the cloud. As long as cloudmaterial remains, this
leaves the door open for possible future episodes of star formation.
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